The inner rod of virulence-associated type III secretion systems constitutes a needle adapter of one helical turn that is deeply integrated into the system's export apparatus.
Type III secretion injectisomes are essential virulence factors for many pathogenic bacteria by mediating the transport of effector proteins into eukaryotic host cells. The secretion conduit of injectisomes is formed by a helical assembly of three hydrophobic proteins (SctR, SctS and SctT), an inner rod (SctI) and a needle filament (SctF). SctI is thought to play a role in switching between the secretion of different substrate classes and assembly of the inner rod has been implicated in regulating the length of the needle filament. While high-resolution structures of the hydrophobic components and of the needle filament have been solved, little is known about the structure and the assembly of the inner rod, which impedes the deeper assessment of its function. Here we show by exhaustive in vivo photocrosslinking that SctI engages in extensive interactions with SctR and SctT throughout its entire length. Our data imply that the inner rod serves as an adapter between the export apparatus and the needle filament by forming one helical turn. We show that assembly of the inner rod does not play a role in needle length control nor in substrate specificity switching. Instead, our findings imply that inner rod assembly must precede assembly of the needle filament.